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Summary
Children who have suffered extensive unilateral brain
injury early in life may show a remarkable degree of
residual sensorimotor function. It is generally believed
that this reflects the high capacity of the immature brain
for cerebral reorganization. In this study, we investigated
17 patients who had undergone hemispherectomy for
relief from seizures; eight of the patients had congenital
brain damage and nine had sustained their initial insult
at the age of 1 year or older. Sensorimotor functions of
the hand were investigated using functional MRI (fMRI)
during a passive movement task, somatosensory evoked
potentials (SEPs) arising from electrical and vibration
stimulation, and behavioural tests including grip strength,
double simultaneous stimulation and joint position sense.
On fMRI, two of the eight patients studied with this
technique (one with congenital damage and one with
damage acquired at the age of 3 years) showed activation
in the sensorimotor cortex of the remaining hemisphere
with passive movement of the hemiplegic hand. The
location of the ipsilateral brain activation was similar to
that found on movement of the normal contralateral
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Introduction
Hemispherectomy is a surgical procedure that is sometimes
performed for the treatment of children with severe
drug-resistant epilepsy arising from conditions such as hemi-
megalencephaly, Sturge–Weber syndrome, infantile hemi-
plegia and Rasmussen’s encephalitis (Tuxhorn et al., 1997).
Anatomical hemispherectomy involves complete excision of
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hand, although the latter was greater in spatial extent.
In one of these patients, a greater role was demonstrated
for the ipsilateral secondary sensorimotor area (compared
with the ipsilateral primary sensorimotor area) for
movement of the hemiplegic hand than for movement
of the normal hand. Median nerve stimulation of the
hemiplegic hand showed reproducible early-latency
ipsilateral SEP components in the remaining sensorimotor
cortex in 10 of the 17 patients (five with congenital and
five with acquired disease). Five of the patients who
demonstrated ipsilateral electrical SEPs also showed
ipsilateral vibration SEPs (two with congenital and three
with acquired disease). The behavioural tests revealed
residual sensorimotor function in 14 of the patients;
however, not all of the patients who exhibited ipsilateral
SEP or fMRI responses had residual sensorimotor
function in the hemiplegic hand. Ipsilateral sensorimotor
responses were demonstrated both in patients with
congenital disease and those with acquired disease,
suggesting that factors additional to aetiology and age at
injury may influence the degree of residual sensorimotor
function and cerebral reorganization.

the hemisphere in which the seizures originate (Dandy, 1928),
whereas functional hemispherectomy involves only partial
removal (but complete disconnection) of the hemisphere
(Rasmussen, 1973; Tinuper et al., 1988; Villemure and
Rasmussen, 1993). A number of investigations of hemi-
spherectomized patients have noted a remarkable degree of
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residual sensorimotor function in the limb contralateral to
the excised hemisphere (Bell and Karnosh, 1949; Krynauw,
1950; Cairns and Davidson, 1951; French and Johnson,
1955a, b; Obrador, 1964; Ueki, 1966; Wilson, 1970; Zülch,
1974; Zülch and Micheler, 1978; Glees, 1980; Verity et al.,
1982; Müller et al., 1991), some showing unchanged or even
improved motor function after surgery (Gardner et al., 1955;
Damásio et al., 1975; Van Buren and Fedio, 1976; Ameli,
1980; Beardsworth and Adams, 1988; Becking et al., 1994;
Peacock et al., 1996; Vargha-Khadem et al., 1997). As the
entire sensorimotor cortex in one hemisphere is removed or
functionally disconnected in these patients, this residual
function must be subserved either by cortical regions in the
remaining hemisphere or by subcortical regions.

A number of attempts have been made to identify the cortical
regions associated with sparing or recovery of motor function
in patients who have undergone hemispherectomy. Using
transcranial magnetic stimulation, ipsilateral muscle action
potentials have been recorded after stimulation of the intact
hemisphere both in patients with congenital disease and in
patients with acquired disease (Benecke et al., 1991). The
cortical representation of such ipsilateral muscle action
potentials was reported to be similar in location to the normal
contralateral representation or in a region 2–4 cm anterior to
this (Benecke et al., 1991; Pascual-Leone et al., 1992). The
involvement of secondary association areas has also been
suggested. Activation of the supplementary motor area, insula,
inferior frontal cortex, premotor area, basal ganglia and
cerebellum in the isolated hemisphere after movement of the
hemiplegic hand has been reported in a number of PET studies
(Müller et al., 1997b, 1998; Toussaint et al., 1997). In addition,
somatosensory evoked potential (SEP) studies have
demonstrated ipsilateral cortical and subcortical responses
after stimulation of the median nerve contralateral to the
removed hemisphere (Hazemann et al., 1969; Matsumita et al.,
1971; Villanueva and Castilla, 1988; Mauguière and Desmedt,
1989; Dijkerman et al., 1993). Such ipsilateral responses exist
independently of any contralateral potentials, since in these
patients one hemisphere has been functionally disconnected.

To date, there have been few functional MRI (fMRI)
studies reported in hemispherectomized patients, and these
mainly report case studies of one or two patients. Spencer
and colleagues investigated active and passive movements
of the normal and paretic hands in a single patient who
underwent hemispherectomy at the age of 16 years (Spencer
et al., 1998). The patient had Rasmussen’s encephalitis, with
refractory seizures from the age of 12 years. They did not
detect any activation with passive movement of the paretic
hand, and cerebral activation associated with active and
passive movement of the normal side was apparently more
diffuse than expected, involving the premotor, supplementary
motor and parietal areas. Using elbow flexion/extension
(sensorimotor task) or tactile stimulation (sensory task),
Graveline and colleagues investigated two patients who had
undergone hemispherectomy surgery, one at 9 years and the
other at 17 years of age. Both patients had had intractable

seizures from younger than 9 years of age; one had Sturge–
Weber syndrome and the other had suffered a middle cerebral
artery infarction. With the motor task, the patient who
underwent surgery at age 9 years (Patient 1) showed
contralesional activation in the supplementary motor and
premotor areas on movement of both hemiparetic and non-
hemiparetic limbs, while the second patient showed only
premotor cortex activation. In both cases, the premotor and
supplementary motor area activations on movement of the
hemiparetic limb were smaller in extent than those involving
the normal limb. Sensory stimulation of the non-hemiparetic
hand produced contralateral activations in the primary sensory
and motor cortices, in the premotor and supplementary motor
areas (Patient 1 only), and in a region posterior to the
somatosensory cortex. In Patient 1, sensory stimulation of
the hemiparetic hand was reported to activate areas similar
to those activated with the non-hemiparetic hand, while
the second patient only showed activation in the posterior
somatosensory area (Graveline et al., 1998).

The aim of the present study was to investigate the cortical
substrates associated with residual sensorimotor function in
a group of 17 hemispherectomized children using fMRI and
SEP techniques. In order to examine whether the age at
injury has a differential effect on sensorimotor reorganization,
the patients were divided into two groups, one with congenital
disease and the other with acquired disease. Behavioural
measures were used to determine residual sensory and motor
function in the distal portion of the upper limb contralateral
to the hemispherectomized side, and the findings were related
to the fMRI and SEP data.

Methods
Patients
Patients were selected for the study if they had undergone
either functional or anatomical hemispherectomy and were
at least 1 year post-surgery. Only patients who were older
than 5 years and were sufficiently cooperative to undergo
SEP recordings were included in the study.

Seventeen patients were involved in this study, with ages
ranging from 7 to 19 years (mean age 12 years 9 months).
There were seven females and 10 males. Ten patients had
undergone left hemispherectomy and seven had undergone
right hemispherectomy; four patients had anatomical
hemispherectomy and 13 had functional hemispherectomy.

Informed consent was obtained from all patients, and the
study was approved by the Great Ormond Street Hospital for
Children/Institute of Child Health Research Ethics Committee.

Behavioural measures
Measures of sensory and motor function of the hand were
obtained for all patients. The motor tasks consisted of
moving pegs, force production and finger-tapping. For peg-
moving, a pegboard was used which consisted of two
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rows of 10 holes (Annett, 1970a, b). Ten short (2 cm)
wooden pegs were placed in the top row of holes, and
the patient was instructed to move the pegs one at a time
into the corresponding hole in the bottom row as quickly
as possible. The procedure was timed with a stopwatch,
and an average score was obtained from five trials performed
with each hand, alternating sides. Force production by
the hand was assessed using a hand dynamometer (Model
78011; Lafayette Instruments, Lafayette, Ind., USA), which
measures grip strength in kilograms (Dodrill, 1978). An
average score was obtained from three trials performed
with each hand, alternating sides. Finger-tapping was
carried out with a manual tapper mounted on a wooden
board connected to an electronic counter (Peters and
Durling, 1979; Peters, 1981). Patients were instructed to
tap with their index finger (i.e. to depress the switch) as
many times as possible in 20 s. An average score was
taken from two runs with each hand, alternating the two
sides. This test was also used to assess the presence of
mirror movements. The hand not tapping rested on the
table and was observed for movement which clearly
mimicked the tapping of the index finger of the opposite
hand. In all three tasks, the hand ipsilateral to the operated
hemisphere was always tested first.

The sensory measures included double simultaneous
stimulation and joint position sense. The procedure for
double simultaneous stimulation consisted of the investigator
touching a finger on the patient’s hand, either in isolation
or simultaneously with a finger on the other hand (Bender,
1945). After training, the patient wore a blindfold and was
instructed to indicate which finger(s) had been touched.
Each combination of fingers touched was tested in a
randomized order to prevent bias. There were no blank
trials. For joint position sense, the subject’s distal phalanx
was moved six times up and six times down by the
investigator in a randomized order on each finger in turn,
and the patient was asked to report the direction of each
single movement whilst blindfolded (Corkin et al., 1970).

The patients’ residual sensory function in the affected
hand was graded according to their performance in the
test of double simultaneous stimulation (the test of joint
position sense was performed in only 12 of 17 patients,
and therefore could not be used in the classification of
patients’ sensory function). A score of �80% correct
responses was designated as indicating normal function,
60–79% mild deficit, 30–59% moderate deficit, 1–29%
severe deficit, and 0% no detectable function.

In order to grade residual motor function in the affected
hand, an average value was calculated from the patients’
performance in the peg-moving, force production and
finger-tapping tests. Expressed as a percentage of the score
achieved with the unaffected hand, a performance of �80%
was designated as indicating normal function, 60–79%
mild deficit, 30–59% moderate deficit, 1–29% severe
deficit, and 0% no detectable function.

SEP recordings
All patients had SEP investigations, involving electrical
stimulation applied above the motor threshold (i.e. such that
a visible twitch in the thumb was observed). Electrical stimuli
were of 0.2 ms duration and delivered to the median nerve
at the wrist at a rate of 2 Hz using surface electrodes and an
isolated constant current stimulator (Model DS2; Digitimer,
Welwyn Garden City, UK). In an attempt to corroborate the
findings from electrical stimulation, 10 of the more
cooperative patients also underwent SEP recordings in
response to vibration stimuli, using a method similar to that
described by Hämäläinen and colleagues (Hämäläinen et al.,
1990). Vibration stimuli were delivered to the index and
middle fingertips (median nerve stimulation) via a T-bar
attached to an oscillating coil driven by a computer-generated
sine wave, with a rise time of 0.3 ms. Fingertip stimulation
was chosen because it was not possible to stimulate the
median nerve in isolation at the wrist using a T-bar, and also
because vibration of the T-bar at the fingertips was more
comfortable for the children. The displacement of the T-bar
was set to 2 mm; stimuli lasted for 150 ms and were applied
at the rate of 1 per second at the frequency of 60 Hz.

Recordings were taken from a total of 50 electrodes, 44
of which were located over the intact hemisphere. Because
the location of any ipsilateral response could not be assumed
in advance, a large number of electrodes were used to ensure
that any response could be detected, particularly if it proved
to have a field of small spatial extent. Continuous data
were collected using a SYNAMPs digital amplifier system
(Neuroscan Inc., Herndon, Va., USA) and Neuroscan version
4 software, with a bandwidth of 0.05–200 Hz and sampling
rate 5 kHz, and were amplified at �12 500. Responses to
200 electrical stimuli and 400 vibration stimuli were acquired.
Epochs of –50 to 200 ms were subsequently selected and
averaged. All averages were referenced to two frontal
electrodes over the side of the excision. Vibration and
electrical SEPs were digitally filtered off-line at 0.3–55 and
0.3–100 Hz respectively. The vibration SEPs were filtered at
a lower frequency than electrical SEPs to filter out the 60 Hz
artefact from the stimulus itself. At least two runs of each
paradigm were collected and compared to ensure
reproducibility. Topographical 2D surface voltage maps were
constructed subsequently, using the Neuroscan software.
Recordings were made after separate stimulation of both the
normal and the hemiplegic hand. In every case, ipsilateral
potentials could be compared directly with normal
contralateral responses, as data were acquired in the same
session. The largest early-latency (10–200 ms) ipsilateral
positive or negative component was used for analysis and
display. Amplitude measurements from the waveforms were
taken from the first peak-to-peak distance of different
polarities, and the latency was measured from the earliest
positive or negative component. Paired t-tests were
performed between contralateral and ipsilateral measure-
ments.
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Table 1 Patient details

Patient Age at Aetiology/pathology Age at Age at Residual Residual Ipsilateral Ipsilateral Ipsilateral
first seizure surgery time of testing sensory motor fMRI electrical vibration
(years.months) (years/months) (years/months) function function activation SEPs SEPs

Congenital disease
1 0.0 SWS 8.7 17.0 * * N Y Y
2 0.0 MCA infarct 9.8 15.0 † 0 N N –
3 0.0 Hemimegelencephaly 0.4 6.8 * 0 – N –
4 0.1 CD 15.4 19.0 † 0 Y Y –
5 0.7 Intractable seizures/gliosis 12.4 14.2 † 0 – Y –
6 1.6 Extradural cyst 13.9 18.2 * † (m) N N –
7 4.5 Porencephaly 11.10 13.1 * * (m) – Y Y
8 7.0 CD 10.5 19.5 ‡ † (m) – Y N

Acquired disease
9 1.7 RE 5.2 9.0 0 0 – Y –

10 2.4 RE 11.8 12.6 * 0 – N N
11 2.5 MCA infarct 9.6 13.7 ‡ 0 – Y N
12 3.7 RE 4.1 9.0 0 0 N N N
13 4.4 RE 7.0 14.0 * 0 – Y Y
14 4.8 RE 6.10 8.7 0 0 – N N
15 6.0 RE 11.9 16.0 * 0 N Y Y
16 7.0 MCA infarct 14.9 18.0 † 0 Y Y Y
17 8.0 RE 15.10 17.0 † 0 N N –

RE � Rasmussen’s encephalitis; MCA infarct � middle cerebral artery infarct; SWS � Sturge–Weber syndrome; CD � cortical
dysplasia; Y (yes) � detectable response; N (no) � no detectable response; – � a particular investigation was not performed; 0 � no
function; (m) � mirror movements. *Severe deficit, †moderate deficit and ‡mild deficit in the hand contralateral to the removed
hemisphere (see Methods).

Functional MRI
MRI investigations were performed on a 1.5 T Siemens
Vision system. Axial T1-weighted FLASH (fast low angle
shot) images [TR (repetition time) � 31 ms, TE (echo
time) � 11 ms, flip angle 40°, matrix size 256 � 256 � 64,
voxel size 0.75 � 0.75 � 3 mm] were collected for the
anatomical localization of activated voxels. Functional MRI
was performed using a whole-brain 3D EPI (echo planar
imaging) sequence [TR � 87 ms, TE � 40 ms, flip angle �
30°, matrix 64 � 64 � 64, 3 mm isotropic voxels (Porter
et al., 1997)]. The anatomical and functional data sets were
acquired from identical positions. Eight of the patients
underwent passive movement of both the normal and
hemiplegic hand, performed by the examiner moving the
patient’s fingers in and out of the palm with a flexion/
extension movement of the metacarpophalangeal joints, at a
rate of ~2 Hz. A total of 120 3D data sets were collected,
divided into 12 task–rest cycles with five data sets in each
state. The total acquisition time for one experiment was just
under 12 min. The collected images were realigned and
analysed using statistical parametric mapping (Friston et al.,
1995) (SPM96b, Wellcome Department of Cognitive
Neurology, London, UK). Activation maps were spatially
smoothed to three times the original voxel size. P-values are
reported as uncorrected or corrected for multiple comparisons.

Patients were excluded from fMRI investigations if they
had potentially magnetic vascular clips within the brain, or
were too young or intellectually impaired to achieve the
required level of cooperation.

Ten adult normal volunteers (four males and six females,
age range 22–29 years, mean age 25 years 5 months, four

left-handed and six right-handed) and six child controls (five
males and one female, age range 9–15 years, mean age
11 years 7 months, three right-handed, three left-handed)
were included in the study. Passive movement was performed
with the participant’s arm, hand and fingers fixed to a support
with Velcro straps and the fingers were flexed by means of
a rod attached to the distal end of the support.

Results
Patients
Details of the 17 patients involved in the study are shown in
Table 1. There were eight patients with congenital disease
and nine with acquired disease. There was a large difference
between the mean age at first seizure between these two
groups (1 year 7 months in patients with congenital disease
compared with 4 years 4 months in patients with acquired
disease). However, the mean age at surgery (10 years 3 months
and 9 years 6 months for patients with congenital and
acquired disease, respectively) and the mean age at the time
of investigation (15 years 4 months and 13 years 1 month
for patients with congenital and acquired disease, respect-
ively) were similar for the two groups.

Summary of findings
Table 1 summarizes the data obtained with behavioural
measures, SEP recordings and fMRI, each of which are
discussed in turn below.
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Behavioural measures
All eight patients with congenital disease had some residual
sensory function in the hand contralateral to the hemi-
spherectomized side on double simultaneous stimulation.
Four of the patients with congenital disease showed residual
motor function on the measure of force production. (Three
of these patients also demonstrated residual motor function
on the finger-tapping and peg-moving tests.) Of these four
patients, three had mirror movements (Patients 6, 7 and 8)
and one patient had independent hand movements (Patient 1).

Of the nine patients with acquired disease, six showed
residual sensory function, including patients with early onset
and with late onset of epilepsy. However, none of these
patients demonstrated any residual motor function in the limb
contralateral to the surgically removed hemisphere.

SEPs
Electrical SEPs
All 17 patients showed a normal contralateral SEP response
on electrical stimulation of the unaffected hand (Fig. 1). Five
of the eight patients with congenital disease and five of the
nine patients with acquired disease demonstrated ipsilateral
SEPs on electrical stimulation of the hemiplegic side. Figure 1
(B and C) shows the results from two of the patients
who demonstrated an ipsilateral electrical SEP response on
stimulation of the hemiplegic hand. None of the remaining
patients showed any detectable response to stimulation of
the affected hand.

Of the 10 patients who demonstrated ipsilateral SEPs, the
latency of the earliest positive or negative component was
significantly longer (P � 0.005; paired t-test) for responses
from the hemiplegic side than for responses from stimulation
of the normal side (mean � standard deviation, 30.4 � 8.8
and 45.6 � 15.2 ms for stimulation of the normal and
hemiplegic sides, respectively). In addition, the amplitude of
the earliest peak-to-peak component was significantly smaller
(P � 0.0005; paired t-test) for responses to stimulation of
the hemiplegic side than for stimulation of the normal side
(2.36 � 1.6 and 6.46 � 2.7 V, respectively).

Vibration SEPs
SEP recordings in response to vibration stimuli were
undertaken in three of the eight patients with congenital
disease and in seven of the nine patients with acquired
disease. Normal contralateral vibration SEPs were recorded
after stimulation of the unaffected hand. Individual vibration
SEP components were longer in latency and smaller in
amplitude than their electrical stimulus counterparts.

On stimulation of the hemiplegic side, ipsilateral vibration
SEPs were detected in two of the three patients tested who
had congenital disease and in three of the seven patients
tested who had acquired disease. Figure 1A shows the results
from one of the patients who demonstrated an ipsilateral

vibration SEP response on stimulation of the hemiplegic
hand. Among the patients who demonstrated ipsilateral SEPs,
the latency of the early component was significantly longer
(P � 0.05; paired t-test) for responses from the hemiplegic
side than for those from the normal side (mean � standard
deviation, 66.2 � 16.9 and 96.2 � 17.8 ms for stimulation
of the normal and hemiplegic side, respectively). In addition,
the amplitude of the early component was significantly
smaller (P � 0.01; paired t-test) for responses to stimulation
of the hemiplegic side than of the normal side (1.35 � 0.5
versus 3.72 � 0.8 V).

Ipsilateral vibration SEPs on stimulation of the hemiplegic
side were seen only in patients who also demonstrated
ipsilateral electrical SEPs, and were similar in location to
the equivalent ipsilateral electrical SEP in all five cases. Two
patients showed ipsilateral electrical SEPs but no vibration
SEPs.

Funtional MRI
All 16 volunteers demonstrated contralateral primary
sensorimotor cortex activation on passive movement of
the left and right hands. None showed ipsilateral primary
sensorimotor cortex activation on passive movement of
either hand.

Eight of the 17 patients underwent fMRI. Of these eight
patients, four had congenital disease (Patients 1, 2, 4 and 6)
and four had acquired disease (Patients 12, 15, 16 and 17).
There was a large difference in mean age at first seizure
between these two groups (4 months in patients with
congenital disease versus 6 years 2 months in patients with
acquired disease). However, the mean age at surgery (12 years
for patients with congenital disease, 11 years 5 months for
patients with and acquired disease) and the mean age at the
time of investigation (17 years 3 months for patients with
congenital disease, 15 years for patients with acquired disease)
were similar for the two groups.

All patients showed normal contralateral sensorimotor
cortex activation on passive movement of the non-paretic
hand. Examples are shown in Figs 2A and 3A.

Patients with congenital disease
One of the four patients with congenital disease (Patient 4)
demonstrated ipsilateral primary sensorimotor cortex activa-
tion on passive movement of the hemiplegic hand (Fig. 2B).
The site of cortical activation was similar in location to that
seen with passive movement of the normal hand (Fig. 2A).
The other three patients showed no detectable fMRI activation
after passive movement of the hemiplegic side.

Patients with acquired disease
One of the four patients (Patient 16) with acquired disease
demonstrated activation of the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex
on passive movement of the hemiplegic hand (Fig. 3B); the
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Fig. 1 SEP findings in (A) Patient 1 (vibration stimulation), (B) Patient 4 (electrical stimulation) and (C) Patient 16 (electrical
stimulation). Top left: schematic representation of the montage used. Blue electrode corresponds to peak contralateral SEP, red electrode
to peak ipsilateral SEP, and green corresponds to peak contralateral and ipsilateral SEP. Right: selected waveforms of the peak activity
for stimulation of the normal side (contralateral SEP, upper waveform) and hemiplegic side (ipsilateral SEP, lower waveform). Bottom
left: 2D topographical voltage maps for indicated time-points for stimulation of normal and hemiplegic sides.
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Fig. 2 Four adjacent axial slices through the sensorimotor cortex in Patient 4. Sensorimotor cortex activation (the central sulcus is
indicated by the arrow) is shown for passive movement of the normal (right) hand (A) and for passive movement of the hemiplegic (left)
hand (B). Yellow voxels are more significant than red voxels.

Fig. 3 Four adjacent axial slices through the sensorimotor cortex in Patient 16. Sensorimotor cortex activation (the central sulcus is
indicated by the arrow) is shown for passive movement of the normal (right) hand (A) and passive movement of the hemiplegic (left)
hand (B). Yellow voxels are more significant than red voxels.

other three patients showed no detectable fMRI activation.
The location of activation was along the precentral sulcus,
anterior to the primary motor cortex, consistent with activation
of the premotor cortex. The activation on passive movement
of the normal hand was more extensive in distribution
(Fig. 3A), with maximal significance over the central sulcus,

posterior to the location of the ipsilateral activation. All of
the functional images are displayed at an uncorrected P-value
threshold of 0.01.

Figure 4 shows the distribution of activation throughout
the brain on passive movement of the normal (panel A) and
hemiplegic (panel B) hand in Patient 16. Direct visual
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Fig. 4 Thirty axial images (covering most of the brain) showing
the distribution of fMRI activation in Patient 16 after passive
movement of the normal hand (A) and the hemiplegic hand (B).
Yellow voxels are more significant than red voxels.

comparison revealed that, with the exception of the primary
sensorimotor cortex, similar regions were activated with
passive movement of the hemiplegic and normal hands. The
activated regions are the primary sensorimotor cortex (normal
hand only) and an immediately anterior area identified as the
premotor cortex (Brodmann area 6), the lentiform nucleus of
the basal ganglia, and the second somatosensory cortex (S-II)
in the parietal operculum. The peak significance of the
activated regions, however, differed between the two hands.
On passive movement of the normal hand, peak activation

was detected in superior axial slices within the region of the
primary sensorimotor cortex [this region and another in the
anterior part of the S-II region achieved corrected significance
(P � 0.001)]. However, with passive movement of the
hemiplegic hand, the peak activation was located in the lower
axial slices, within a posterior region of the S-II cortex that
did not show significant activation on passive movement of
the normal hand [this region achieved corrected significance
(P � 0.001) with the hemiplegic hand]. Figure 5 shows one
selected slice within the region of S-II for direct comparison
of the activated regions with passive movement of the normal
and hemiplegic hands of Patient 16.

Discussion
This study has demonstrated that SEP and fMRI recordings
can be used to investigate sensorimotor function in patients
who have undergone hemispherectomy. All of the patients
examined (17 with electrical SEP, 10 with vibration SEP and
eight with fMRI) showed normal SEP and fMRI responses
in the contralateral primary sensorimotor area when stimuli
were applied to the unaffected hand. Whenever detected (i.e.
in 10 of the 17 patients who underwent electrical SEP, in
five of the 10 patients who underwent vibration SEP and in
two of the eight patients who underwent fMRI), the location
of responses to stimuli applied to the hemiplegic side was
confined to the intact (i.e. ipsilateral) hemisphere.

There has been much debate about the origin of ipsilateral
responses in normal and diseased brains. In the normal human
brain, ipsilateral fMRI responses have been shown to occur
with active movement tasks (Li et al., 1996; Singh et al.,
1998). They are thought to result from ipsilateral sensory
and motor pathways which persist after cortical maturation.
In the case of the motor system, such ipsilateral fibres may
account for ~25% of all ascending fibres in the normal human
(for review, see Nyberg-Hansen and Rinvik, 1963). However,
the ipsilateral SEP responses to electrical stimuli that have
been demonstrated in control subjects are thought by most
authors to result from either voltage spread of the electrical
current on the surface of the brain or interhemispheric
transmission to the opposite sensorimotor cortex through the
corpus callosum (e.g. Kakigi, 1986; Schnitzler et al., 1995).
Investigation of sensorimotor function in hemispherectomized
patients provides an excellent opportunity to study such
responses in the absence of any contribution from the other
hemisphere. Although ipsilateral fMRI responses have been
shown to occur in control subjects after active movement
tasks, they have not been demonstrated on passive movement
tasks (Goran et al., 1996). In the present study, ipsilateral
responses were demonstrated by fMRI on passive movement
of the hemiplegic hand in two patients, although they have
not been seen after passive movement of the hand in any of
our adult or child controls. Isolated ipsilateral SEP responses
were also seen after electrical and/or vibration stimuli applied
to the hemiplegic hand in 10 patients. These responses were
longer in latency and smaller in amplitude than the responses
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Fig. 5 Activation in the region of S-II from passive movement of the normal hand (A) and the
hemiplegic hand (B) in Patient 16. (C) Schematic representation of the anatomical location of S-II
(labelled A) and the lentiform nucleus (labelled B).

to stimuli applied to the contralateral side, in agreement with
several previous studies (e.g. Hazemann et al., 1969).

However, it should be noted that in some cases, because
of differences in the waveforms of the responses to stimulation
of the two sides, it is not possible to be certain that
the selected components are functionally equivalent. The
ipsilateral responses in these hemispherectomized patients
must occur as a consequence of direct ipsilateral pathways;
they cannot be due to voltage spread or transcallosal pathways
from the opposite hemisphere. This conclusion is consistent
with that suggested in previous studies of hemispherectomized
patients (Villanueva and Castilla, 1988).

There are several possible reasons why direct ipsilateral
pathways may become more active in the diseased brain.
There may be a strengthening of the ipsilateral connections
that have been present from childhood, this strengthening
being promoted by functional demand (Benecke et al., 1991).
Alternatively, there may be reorganization of the ipsilateral
pathway with axonal sprouting to allow a novel functional
pathway (Hicks and D’Amato, 1970; Barth and Stanfield,
1990; Farmer et al., 1990; Cohen et al., 1991; Carr et al.,
1993). It has also been suggested that during cortical
maturation through childhood, ipsilateral pathways become
functionally suppressed by an inhibitory influence from the
opposite hemisphere through the corpus callosum (Netz et al.,
1997). This is supported by the fact that children may show
associated movements until the age of ~10 years, when
callosal maturation is thought to be complete (Yakolev and
Lecours, 1967; Lazarus and Todor, 1987). In addition, one
study has demonstrated the presence of ipsilateral motor
evoked potentials, which are no longer detected after the age
of ~10 years (Müller et al., 1997a). After hemispherectomy,
particularly if the hemispherectomy (or brain damage) takes
place early in life, such inhibition would not occur and so
the ipsilateral pathways would remain functioning as the child
went through cortical maturation. This might be expected to
result in the patient displaying mirror movements; it may be
significant that, of the patients in this study who had
significant residual motor function, three out of four showed
mirror movements. However, the two patients who

demonstrated ipsilateral fMRI activation on passive
movement of the hemiplegic hand did not display mirror
movements.

There is debate in the literature about the location of
ipsilateral responses and how ipsilateral fibres may be
organized in the primary sensorimotor cortex relative to
contralateral fibres. A number of studies using different
techniques have demonstrated ipsilateral activation in a
similar location to, or overlapping with, the contralateral
activation (e.g. Benecke et al., 1991; Roth et al., 1996). This
suggests that the projections of ipsilateral and contralateral
sensorimotor fibres are intermingled with each other at the
level of the cortex (which is also suggested in a transcranial
magnetic stimulation study by Wassermann et al., 1994).
Other studies have reported ipsilateral responses located
several centimetres anterior to the peak location of the
contralateral response. Pascual-Leone and colleagues, using
transcranial magnetic stimulation in five hemispherectomized
patients, found two peak locations for ipsilateral motor
responses: one identical to and one 2–4 cm anterior to the
contralateral response (Pascual-Leone et al., 1992). The
responses that occur in these two regions may result from
two distinct pathways that may serve ipsilateral function: the
uncrossed corticospinal (primary motor cortex) and
corticoreticulospinal (premotor cortex) pathways. Benecke
and colleagues also suggested that there may be two pathways
involved in ipsilateral sensorimotor reorganization: in patients
with acquired disease, ipsilateral projections may be
associated with the corticoreticulospinal pathway, whereas
patients with congenital disease may show ipsilateral projec-
tions from corticoreticulospinal or uncrossed corticospinal
pathways (Benecke et al., 1991). The reticulospinal and
uncrossed corticospinal pathways both contain fast-
conducting fibres and both originate from the primary motor
cortex (although the reticulospinal pathway has a larger
projection from the premotor cortex) (Lawrence and Kuypers,
1968; Freund, 1987). In the present study, the fMRI results
indicate that one patient with congenital disease showed
maximal ipsilateral activation on passive movement of the
hemiplegic hand that was in a similar location to the region
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activated in the primary sensorimotor cortex on passive
movement of the normal side. A second patient with acquired
disease demonstrated ipsilateral activation consistent with
activation of the premotor cortex (Fig. 3B). Passive movement
of the normal hand also showed activation in this region, in
addition to the peak activation seen more posteriorly in the
primary sensorimotor cortex. The work of Benecke and
colleagues provides evidence for the recruitment of the
reticulospinal pathway and the uncrossed corticospinal
pathway in sensorimotor reorganization, as described above
(Benecke et al., 1991). It is possible, therefore, that the
anteriorly located ipsilateral activation demonstrated in
the patient with acquired disease may have been due to the
activation of the corticoreticulospinal pathway, while the
ipsilateral corticospinal tract may have been responsible for
the ipsilateral activation in the patient with congenital disease.

Many studies have found an association between the
activation found in the ipsilateral (as well as the contralateral)
primary motor cortex and the presence of mirror movements
(e.g. Cohen et al., 1991; Weiller et al., 1992). In addition,
several studies have reported mirror movements in patients
who have undergone hemispherectomy (Ueki, 1966; Müller
et al., 1991). Weder and Seitz suggested that the effort of
the patient to move the fingers of the affected hand resulted
in associated movements and bilateral activation of the motor
cortex (Weder and Seitz, 1994). This raises the possibility that
ipsilateral activations might be due to additional contralateral
movements and represent an epiphenomenon. In this study,
passive movement was carried out during fMRI investigations
which did not involve active participation by the patients.
All patients were assessed before the fMRI examination to
ensure that they could allow one hand to be moved without
moving the contralateral hand. In addition, during the session
the contralateral hand was positioned so that it could be seen
by the examiner to ensure that it was not moving. One patient
did have demonstrable mirror movements, but it was still
possible to move the hemiplegic hand passively with no
visible movement in the normal hand. In fact, in fMRI this
patient did not demonstrate ipsilateral activation on passive
movement of the hemiplegic hand, thereby supporting the
view that increased activation in the unaffected sensorimotor
cortex after movement of the hemiplegic side is not a result
of simultaneous contralateral movement of the unaffected
hand. For all SEP recordings performed in this study,
interaction between the hands was prevented by ensuring
that the patients’ hands were kept apart throughout the
session, so that the stimulus could not be felt in the other hand.

A further potential source of ipsilateral activation on fMRI
is movement of the ipsilateral shoulder during the hand
movement task, since the proximal muscles of the limbs have
bilateral cortical representation (Colebatch et al., 1991).
However, as emphasized above, the motor task performed in
the present study consisted of passive movement of the
patient’s hand, which minimizes the potential for involvement
of remote muscle activity; it should be noted in this context
that none of our control studies, performed using the same

passive task, showed any evidence of ipsilateral activation
on fMRI.

As expected from the literature (e.g. Gardner et al., 1955),
patients with congenital disease showed generally better
residual sensory and motor function in the hemiplegic limb
than patients with acquired disease. Such function, however,
does not appear to correlate with the demonstration of
ipsilateral responses with fMRI or SEP. For example, patients
with the greatest amount of residual sensory or motor function
did not necessarily demonstrate ipsilateral responses. (It
should be noted, however, that the absence of detectable
ipsilateral activation in patients with brain lesions does not
necessarily mean that there is no neuronal activity in the
appropriate region, as it may be below the level of sensitivity
of the techniques used for investigation.) In addition,
functional activations were seen equally in patients with
congenital and acquired disease, and there also appeared to
be no difference between patients with early and late acquired
disease in ipsilateral responses or residual function. Patients
who demonstrated residual sensory but no motor function
also showed ipsilateral SEP and fMRI responses. In one case,
ipsilateral SEP responses to electrical stimuli were seen even
though the patient displayed no residual sensory or motor
function in the hemiplegic hand. Residual sensory or motor
function therefore appears not to be a prerequisite for
ipsilateral cortical sensorimotor activation using fMRI and
SEPs.

Previous investigators have generally shown a correlation
between residual sensorimotor function and the time of onset
of the disease (e.g. Benecke et al., 1991). The present study
does not show such a correlation, but this may be explained
by a number of factors. First, several studies have suggested
that the age at surgery influences the reorganization of sensory
and motor function (e.g. Beckung et al., 1994); as may be
seen from Table 1, the mean age at which the patients had
their surgery was similar for the groups with congenital and
acquired disease, which may explain our findings. In addition,
all of the children studied had their first seizure at the age
of 8 years or younger. This is particularly significant, given
the findings of Müller and colleagues suggesting that cortical
maturation occurs around the age of 10 years (Müller et al.,
1997a). Cortical damage sustained before this time could
effectively result in the reorganization of the sensory and
motor pathways before ‘hard wiring’ is complete. Thus, in
order to make significant interpretations of the effects of age
of onset of disease and age at surgery, a greater number of
patients with congenital and acquired disease and with more
variation in the age of onset of the disease and age at surgery
is required.

One patient in this study demonstrated particularly
increased ipsilateral fMRI activation in the second somato-
sensory area (S-II) after passive movement of the hemiplegic
hand. This finding suggests that reorganization may have
occurred both interhemispherically (to the ipsilateral
hemisphere) and intrahemispherically (within the ipsilateral
hemisphere). First, there may be interhemispheric re-
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organization through ipsilateral pathways subserving the
sensation in the hand (as mentioned previously); secondly,
intrahemispheric reorganization may occur within the
remaining hemisphere, whereby secondary sensorimotor areas
have a more important role with respect to the primary
sensorimotor cortex in subserving sensorimotor function. Due
to the intricate network of interconnecting fibres throughout
the cortex, there are pre-existing fibres between the primary
somatosensory cortex and S-II and between S-II and the
descending sensory pathway (e.g. Fox et al., 1987; Mauguière
et al., 1997). In fact, S-II is thought to represent the body
bilaterally in the normal human (e.g. Richer et al., 1993;
Forss et al., 1994). It appears unlikely, therefore, that axonal
sprouting is entirely responsible for such reorganization of the
input–output connections to S-II, but rather a strengthening of
the fibres already present. There has been a small number of
brain mapping studies demonstrating ipsilateral pathways
in association sensorimotor cortices in hemispherectomized
patients. Recently, Graveline and colleagues showed
ipsilateral fMRI activation in the premotor and supplementary
motor areas in patients after hemispherectomy (Graveline
et al., 1998). Several PET studies have also shown similar
areas to be activated (e.g. Müller et al., 1997b, 1998).
However, none of these studies have reported an increased
role for the ipsilateral S-II area in the reorganization of
sensorimotor function in hemispherectomized patients.

Conclusions
In this study, activation of the ipsilateral sensorimotor cortex
has been demonstrated using fMRI and SEP recordings in a
number of children after hemispherectomy. In the two children
who showed fMRI activation on passive movement of the
hemiplegic hand, the location of the ipsilateral sensorimotor
cortex activation was similar to that found on movement of
the normal contralateral side. In addition, the results for one
of the patients suggest a greater role for the secondary
somatosensory area for movement of the hemiplegic hand
than for movement of the normal hand. Ipsilateral
sensorimotor responses were demonstrated in patients with
both congenital and acquired disease, suggesting that factors
additional to the age at injury may influence cerebral
reorganization. Future studies, involving larger numbers of
hemispherectomized patients, will be necessary to obtain a
greater understanding of how cerebral reorganization can
contribute to residual sensorimotor function.
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